
THE MISSORIUM OF ARDABUR ASPAR: 
NEW CONSIDERATIONS ON ITS ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND 

HISTORICAL CONTEXTS 

The missorium of Ardabur Aspar, made as a gift to commemorate the western 

consulship of Flavius Ardabur Aspar in 434 A.D., stands as one of most significant 

pieces of silver plate from Late Antiquity (Figs. 1-2) 1 . The piece is the only surviv-
ing instance of a largitio plate given by a consul on the occasion of his appoint-

ment, of the sort that Symmachus famously mentioned giving when he held games 

for his son's quaestorship in 393 and then again for his praetorian games in 4012. 

While many consular diptychs in ivory have been preserved, and nineteen examples 

of imperial largitio plates have come down to us, the missorium of Ardabur Aspar, 

given to an unknown, but surely important, recipient, is unique in this respect3. 

Despite its tremendous significance this missorium has not commanded the schol-

arly attention that the larger missoriuin of Theodosius has 4 . Not only has this mis-
sorium not received a full publication, but the bibliography that refers to it repeats 

errors that date back to the time of its discovery in Tuscany in the eighteenth 

century, and to its first scholarly treatments in the nineteenth. The present study 

intends to remedy this situation, at least partially, analyzing details pertaining to the 

discovery of the missorium and to document the dish using Reflectance Transforma-

tion Imaging (RTI), a powerful three-dimensional photographic technique that can 

reveal fine surface detail in the silver plate. 

Awareness of the missoriurn seems not to have penetrated the larger historical 

scholarship on imperial politics in the fifth century; the significance of Aspar's 

western consulship and the plate that commemorates it does not typically find its 

Florence, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, inv. no. 2588. Diameter 42 cm; weight 1900 gr. The dish was 
first published by BRACCI 1771 See also MILANI 1912, vol. 1, p. 172 and vol. II, p. 30, tav. 132; Capolavori 
e restauri, p. 241f, n. 19; Me,ssa, pp. 30-32, ii. 3; 07-i e argenti, p. 17 n. 235; PAINTER 1991, pp. 73-80; CAM-
ERON 1998, p.386; CRASSIGLI 2003, p. 525: LEADER-NEwBY 2004, pp. 46-7, fig. 118. 

2 Quaestorian games: Ep. ii.81; vii.76 and ix. 119-20. Praetorian games: Ej,. v.56. For an important discus-
sion of Symmachus' gifts see CAMERON 1982, pp. 126-129; ID. 1992, pp. 178-85. 

For discussion of the /nissoriuoi in Late Antiquity, see Johns 1990, pp. 28-43. 
See MARTIN ALMAGRO-GORBEA, ALVAREZ MARTiNEZ, BLAZQUEZ MARTINEZ, ROvIRA 2000. See 

also EFFENBERGER 2001, pp. 97-108. 
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